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WARNING
If you are expecting this to be some titillating look into chat rooms and porn etc
you are not in the right place. This writing is a look at reincarnation, elementals and
thus a hypothesis of ‘elementals’ incarnating to the earthian realm as chat room models
etc, as, in their ‘elemental’ state, they have no consciousness of ‘right-wrong, good-bad,
love-non-love’. Then there is the issue of ‘karma’ and it’s reincarnating ramifications.
Believe it or not with our cosmos the size it is and various dimensions the sages
tell us that the possibilities are endless and it is only when we focus our attentionattitude do they reduce in number to probabilities.
Following Sherlock’s deductive reasoning ‘once all improbabilities are removed,
whatever is left no matter how improbable is the truth’. Or as the sages say ‘the truth
even in the hands of one person is still the truth’.
ENJOY expanding your consciousness as you awaken to your own enlightenment.
Abstract
This is a look into the practice of CHAT rooms as outlets for various types of behaviors and their
affect on the emotional and moral psychology of the user; with a follow through to, and of, the process of
‘reincarnation’ especially that of the ‘elementals’ experiencing the earthian realm.
We suggest to the reader to keep in mind Pareto's Law, or the 80:20 rule, as it will come in handy
in our examination-review. Remembering that the adult entertainment market is billions of dollars a year
in revenues with some 25-50% direct-income for the ‘models’; the social network sites are used as lost
leaders or feeder sites for trafficking to the adult porn rooms. A research into the owners of the major
sites, the sub or feeder sites as well as the models themselves (marked or branded with various tattoos)
shows it to bet lower level skull-duggery operators, mafia types operators and ultimately headed by the
‘illuminati’ themselves.
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These CHAT rooms are growing exponentially as females young and old seek income to exist on, or
for immediate pleasure gratifications. The psychological jousting that is being brought to the fore with
this on the increase, can only lead to one situation; confrontation of the morals of our ancestors with that
of a ‘seemingly’ moral-less generation. The action of ‘love’ (it is a verb as in action, not a noun that it is
becoming) and the ‘act’ of sex are slowly becoming nothing less than a bodily function of no real
importance to the models, other than income generation; AND biological release for the guest-visitors.
Prostitution - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia
Prostitution is the act or practice of providing sexual services to another person in return for payment.
The person who receives payment for sexual services is called a prostitute and the person who receives
such services is known by a multitude of terms, including johns. Prostitution is one of the branches of the
sex industry. The legal status of prostitution varies from country to country, from being a punishable
crime to a regulated profession. Estimates place the annual revenue generated from the global
prostitution industry to be over $100 billion.[1]
( N.B.
This 100billions$ is assuredly top down controlled by the money masters using various tiers or levels
to insulate themselves. The money masters themselves being well versed in the art of esoterica are very
well mannered as to how to play the ‘magik-ritual’ cards with young female sexuality in feeding sexual
energy to them.)
Prostitution occurs in a variety of forms. Brothels are establishments specifically dedicated to
prostitution. In escort prostitution, the act takes place at the customer's residence or hotel room (referred
to as out-call), or at the escort's residence or in a hotel room rented for the occasion by the escort (called
in-call). Another form is street prostitution. Sex tourism refers to travelling, typically from developed to
under-developed nations, to engage in sexual activity with prostitutes. Today, human trafficking,
described as the largest slave trade in history,[2] is primarily for prostituting women and children.[3]
Augustine of Hippo held that: "If you expel prostitution from society, you will unsettle everything on
account of lusts".
(N.B. And now we can add internet chat room porn to the list.)
Lawyer and activist, Catherine MacKinnon calls it a myth that many women chose prostitution over
alternative forms of income. She explains that the vast majority of prostitutes are coerced, desperate and
poor, or enter into the industry when they are immature or young. MacKinnon does not deny that people
occasionally, freely 'choose' to be a prostitute but that most of the time, "in reality, they don't" and that
the rare cases of well-off women choosing to be prostitutes are misleadingly glorified, whereas actual
research describes a very different demographic of prostitutes.[66] Psychologist and researcher Melissa
Farley offers a great deal of research suggesting that very few prostitutes (she estimates that only 5% of
women) make the choice freely. Surveys consistently show that a majority of prostitutes would like to
leave the industry.[67] Studies also show that most women in prostitution, including those working for
escort services, have been sexually abused as children.[68]
(A look into the original ‘temple prostitutes’ especially in-during the Brahma ‘heyday’ will give some
interesting reasons as to how and why much of this started and continues.)
Farley says that what makes prostitution wrong is not just inequalities between buyers and sellers, nor the
health and safety risks; a main issue is whether the women have viable alternative means of paying for the
basic needs of themselves and their loved ones. Farley says having the "job option" is therefore immoral,
and ends up hurting the women who are the most vulnerable (psychologically, economically, or
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otherwise). Becoming objects for masturbation, Farley maintains, is psychologically damaging. She also
warns that the men who pay for prostitution the most are usually the most violent towards women.[69] (N.B
They would be the misogynic types.)

PART ONE Chat Rooms

1. Introduction
There has been an increase in the CHAT rooms catering to the erotic needs of a
predominately male audience. Prostitution being the oldest profession in the world and not
likely to ever stop as there are buyers seeking sellers; our male dominated societies ensure
a continued supply. Today’s society has CHAT rooms, wherein there is no physical
exchange of anything but the economic one, we see all of the same type of actionsreactions we find in prostitution where the physical exchange is involved; yet much safer
in all respects for the model herself.
These rooms have been around for a number of years starting with social network sites
and expanding as push-marketing turned quickly into pull-demand markets. In the past few
years we have seen the social sites operating as ‘feeder traffic sites’ for the ‘adult chat
rooms’. In the adult rooms we find the lower level single studios becoming feeder sites to
the larger studios and ultimately the few major internet sites offering the largest selections
of all. Be it the model driven free cam sites to the illuminati controlled split cam sites; they
all service the ever increasing demand market for porn.
This has lead to a marked increase in customers moving deeper and deeper into the
darker areas of erotica, all the while the models themselves are becoming more and more
dark in their own outlook on life; they start to see all males as acting the same way that
those that CHAT with them do. Consequently this is leading to more situations of
depression-aggression and can be extrapolated into increases of suicides and homicides.
Suicides and homicides are not purely random acts; some cause and affect brought them to
this stage. It is not only the traumas of growing up, as the super-ego usually sets up a
unconscious barrier to the trauma to protect the individual from mental illness; but now
included is the ever increasing economic turmoil that is globally heading for a crash dive
in the not to distant future. The individual karma of each person is a major player in the
comedy-drama that we are looking into.
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2. Related Work
While we have not found any detailed reviews, analysis or solutions to this societal
challenge, (chat rooms that is), we do believe that an in-depth look by any free thinking
individual interested in the cause and affects of this aspect of life WILL provide some
interesting insight not only into the models of these chat rooms BUT into each one’s own
life and the process of reincarnation.
At present we know: (from unnamed major site)
2011-01-16 had 23,700 models to choose from. (2250 were new models).
2011-03-16 had 26,000 models to choose from. (2900 are new models).
Updated = 2011-09-30 had 30,500 models to choose from on one site alone.
An increase of 2300 models in 60 days equals some 1150 new ladies looking to
make money buy selling their virtue per month. Extrapolated for the next 12 months, we
have plus 13,800 or 39,800 models to choose from. The number of new ones is not
expected to slow or decrease as the world economics worsen and is a driving force behind
this CHAT room popularity. It is a relief from boredom and as with many recreational
habits, easily becomes an addiction. The visitor guests can be broken in many categories as
we will see later on.
Using the 80-20 rule we can say that 20% of the models are of little interest to the
masses for whatever reasons (fetishes and afflictions); thus still leaving 18,960 models to
choose from. For the male customer this is a smorgasbord as initial contacts are free and
finding whatever they seek is easy; for a price that is considerably less than anything in the
physical world. Virtual erotica is here to stay.
This also indicates that the ‘softer’ models, those that choose to increase their own
traffic and revenue must lower their moral standards in order to compete with the 18,960
other models. We do not have the statistics for the traffic numbers to the sites, to each
model and to the chat rooms. However given our computer age and it’s capacity for data
accumulation we know it exists; it is just a matter of finding who has it all and analyzing it
for completion of the research. Suffice it to say that as these sites are operated-owned by
the ‘illuminated mafia’ we will not being having access to this information any time soon;
if ever.
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At the present time of this writing of the 23,700 models there seems to be 900
models ‘live’. This would give (80-20) some 720 models for the sexual relief of the male
customers. Competition is great and will only increase over time as the world economics
takes hits and female models seek anyway they can to make income; literally selling
themselves if need be via dates with models or vacations with models.
We find that there is about 10% new models live at any given time. As is evident
this number will-can only continue to increase as the world economies decline, disposable
income declines or becomes very difficult to acquire. With their own country’s lack of job
opportunities ‘chat model’ (porn) is their only option in order to either make an income, or
add to the meager income they are making for a regular day job. Eventually if they can
establish a income flow from the porn studio chat work, they will give up any outside job
to focus on the prostitution side.
Update = Sept 2011 finds an explosion of new models available to chat rooms and
research sees the extrapolating vigorously to holiday period 2011 as the disposable income
of males dwindles and chat-porn is relatively inexpensive being dominated by the poorer
countries of the world.
An unsolicited comment from a professional that had just visited a South American
country well known for their ‘prostitution’ is as follows: ‘we were offered every night to
pick a lady from a book that contained all of their bio and willingness’s to be paid for play.
Any type of girl was available and any type of action was for sale. When we queried some
of these girls we met on the streets as to why did they do it, why so; they replied because it
was easy money and they did not have to work hard for it’.
It should be agreed upon that such a statement is applicable to just about all countries
where prostitution is found. The underlying reasons as to why the girls do it, is covered in
the next section on the problem.

3. Challenges
Customers: Males naturally make up the major portion to the adult sites with a
smaller female percentage. In the social sites we will find more females than males. If we
use the 80-20 rule we are close to those percentages for 1. adult-social 20% and 2. adultsoft-hard 80%.
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Of the 100 males visiting the sites we have 80% that are going directly for the hard core
models and 20% for the softer ones. Due to interconnectedness, the soft core surfers
generally access the hard core section 'sooner than later'. This is wanted as the pricing for
income-revenues is greater in the hard-core side than in soft-core. We could say that the
soft-core is in fact the training ground for hard-core and that includes not only the male
customers learning to be more hard-core needed, but the females learning how to cater to
them. To both the males and females of the younger generations, much of this ‘erotic sex
stuff’ is simply a game. Sex is for fun and sexing has naught to do with love as in making
love with; but more to do with sexing another person. Just like playing any board game.
Which many of the customers are and how they came to find these sites from online
internet games.
This is more evident when we see how the models evolve themselves in this
marketplace, what their motives are. Again using the 80-20 rule we see that 80% do it
mainly for the money and are driven to make more each week. The other 20% are a mix of
various pleasures, S&M, and fetishes of various psychological traits.

Models: Staring with the 80-20 rule we see that 80% are in the hard section right
away while 20% are starting in the soft section. In the soft section once the traffic is
increased the model is exposed to the hard-core males thinking that the softer models
(which the males are unaware which are which) will act in whatever manner they ask. As
the soft models see the sexual words increasing in depravity from the males, they realize
that by submitting to them the model’s income increases exponentially. Thus the transition
from soft model to hard core one is subtle and relatively quick in its time line as it is
economically driven and as the girls do not feel threatened by any physical proximity to
the male, they are more apt to be willing to do anything ‘for a buck’.
This is worst given the fact that so many of them are now running split cams to
multiple sites and if their traffic of viewers does not increase they will allow themselves
any or all methods of seduction in order to ‘make a buck’.
As the old adage goes, there is always someone willing to do something for less than
the others. Thus, we find that the girls of rather good versus loose virtues are willing to
loosen their morals if money or to be exact more money is involved. They know some
other girls will do the act, so unless it is some fetish or something repugnant to them they
will acquiesce to the offer. Their thinking goes along the lines that, the model is willing to
do certain acts for money, and as there is no physical contact then it is o.k. to do other acts;
especially if it leads to greater incomes. Besides they justify in their minds, it is all about
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having fun. This is more and more prevalent as the younger generation resorts to online
chat room work in order to make money for school or recreational purposes; putting
unknown pressure on the older less seductive-attractive models.
And then there are those models that are so genuinely happy to be there, smiling at all
stages of their CHAT room work as well as performance without a care in the world as can
be seen in their eyes and faces. THESE are the ones we will examine more in the next
section on reincarnation.
Thus the ones that are somewhat depressed to be there, are having issues of some sort,
can be easily identified and thus avoided. Therefore it is expected that the depression of the
models will only enlarge and become more apparent of an issue as the CHAT rooms
expand their business.
Danger areas: There is no real physical danger as the models are in their own unknown
location and the customers are cyber surfers from around the world. The danger is in the
actions, reactions and the model studio managers. It was found that most of the customers
and models being of the younger generation have the attitude that sex is simply a fun
game, and boys visit with girls to have fun; there is no concept of Love-Making but only
one of having sex (with all the words used to describe it in present time).
For the customers we again find the 80-20 rule in play. 80% will be in and out fast as
they can in order to 1.obtain a free orgasm whenever possible 2.keep any cash outflow as
low as possible 3.have their will be done in a dominant manner over the model. 20% will
be the slower ones looking for softer models to deal with; to CHAT with, only to be
seduced later on by erotic acts from the models in order to spend more time with her and
thus more money.
Some of the chat sites have created lounges for their members to gather and chat about
models and any other subject guys and in some cases models incognito talk about. These
areas are generally a good source to find out about how the chat site operates, the pros and
cons of the site and more importantly about any given model. Sites not using the lounge
rooms insure that the ‘behind the scene operations stay hidden’.
For the models incognito it is a good place to relax around their customers without
being seen (unless they choose to expose themselves to one and all) and find out what is
making the guys tick as well as how various models are being perceived. Unfortunately it
can also lead to unexpected comments about them or their other model friends and great
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stress to their egos. Egoic narcissism is rampant with models and customers, at least with
the greater spenders and greater income makers.
The male customers will be tempted with sex addiction in a greater way than the free
porn U-tube sites that offer free sex to orgasm of all kinds. In the CHAT room the porn
model has now become a real living person interacting with the customer. As 80% of these
males are found to be high level narcissist seeking to impose themselves for power over
the models for free orgasm or submission; along with a great many of them being
misogynic, herein is part of the real problem for the CHAT ladies. They have yet to
become sensitized to these types of males in a conscious manner and do not see the sexaddiction as a cause to much of the male’s malaise. They see the males as simply being
guys with only one thing in mind. They erroneously think that one thing is sex-orgasm etc;
while in fact it is the feeding or nourishing of their narcissistic nature.
As the present mix of models includes a disproportioned number from Eastern Europe
areas there are a number of language barriers of all sorts that can help the customer say and
act as he pleases, with the model unfortunately not catching all of subtleties of the
communications. Even with automated translation software the subtleties are missed. Thus
she is exposed to the hard core expressions unknown before hand to herself and is slowly
made accustom to the language that does not create any reaction from her as she does not
really understand. Even with the insertion of animated emotes (emotional expressions done
in the style of similes), she wants the money with the least amount of effort on her part, so
just smiles and uses mono syllabic communications. The male customer moves deeper and
deeper into more and varied stimulation needs for the orgasmic fix; the goal of what the
sex addiction has now become.
The psychological process is the same as drug addiction, it takes more and more
stimulus to excite the neurons in the brain that activate the pleasure centers. Neuro-excited
centers.
As these models, 80% from poor or developing areas ( 20% could be seen as
economically o.k.) become accustom to making 'good money' they seek to increase their
revenues and slowly sell themselves deeper and deeper into the hard-core actions the male
customers are seeking. This brings more revenue and they consider it safe-sex so they can
hold onto their morals, or limits of what they will not do. Usually these limits (again 8020) are so far from societal norms that by the time the model realizes she has sold her
virtue (so to speak) for a few pieces of silver, it is too late. This also affects her physiology
as she slowly becomes desensitized due to over stimulation of whatever area of her body
she is using for the ‘show’.
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As the male customer deals with his sex addiction directly or indirectly, the female
model must contend with her money addiction. Ultimate orgasm satisfaction for the male
and ultimate income generation for whatever needs for the model is the MO of both.
The CHAT room process allows the girls to treat themselves just as DSM-IV had
described them as being ‘masochist’ which was changed to ‘defeatist’. The girls subject
themselves constantly to being looked at, judged worthy or not and then dumped all within
a very short period of time; after her having waited perhaps some 30-60 minutes for a
visitor to CHAT or otherwise engage in. One could say that she is waiting for and thus
wanting of this abasement. Moving out of the CHAT room and into real life we are
confident that as Dr. S. Peck had termed, ambulatory schizophrenia, for those that deny
what they had just done; ‘this affliction’, is on the increase with these young models. They
make a decisive break via the super-ego between fantasy CHAT and reality. Morality takes
its’ toll one way or another, sooner or later. The males are also afflicted by it all just as
Peck described in his best seller ‘People of the Lie’.

CAVEAT EMPOR: With the technology being used at present time, there is a danger to
the customers finding out some truths behind the scenes that could set them off on an anger
binge albeit without any possible physical danger to the models.
1. What the customers are either slow to comprehend or do not phantom at all is that in
many instances the encounter with the model in either the chat room or the private
room is in fact with a taped loop performance. The model is not live but a taped
rerun. In order to be more realistic-believable they use typist communicating with
the customers, pacing themselves to the model’s actions.
2. Multiple sites are being broadcasted at the same time with the use of a very lucrative
process of split cams. This unknown to those that ‘go group or private’ with a model
are in fact being paid on one site by a customer for what they think is a private
personal show when in fact it is being broadcast free or for a fee to other sites.
3. Given the split cam and private shows usage, the customer is frustrated to not
understand why the model is not interacting as they did in free chat room. Sooner
than later the customers start to complain about this seeming ignoring of them, the
paying customer, by the insensitive model.
4. This technology is becoming more and more evident as witnessed by the comments
left by customers. There is little a customer can do except cancel his sign-on access
and realize that he has been scammed.
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The new technology the CHAT room owners are installing will alleviate the need for
the male customer to enter the CHAT room at all to see the model in motion-action. From
the main page were the customer can view a head shot profile of the models ‘online’ he
need only mouse over the picture and live real time viewing of inside the CHAT room is
displayed. In the lounge sites he can chat with his internet friends while perusing the
models chat rooms all unseen as to who he is. This would be akin to taking a walk down
prostitute alley in Amsterdam for simple viewing of the ‘sellers’ in the window panes.
Previously the customer would have to log on, click into and the out of the CHAT
room; now at some sites it is all done with the mouse roll over. Consequently while the
model may get more customers looking in on her, she will not be getting an increase of
visitors that she can commence social intercourse with. This will likely, at some point,
increase the stress level as both the number of models increase and their willingness to do
anything becomes apparent to the customers.
YET the biggest issue surrounding all of this comes to the problem of:
Why are there so many eastern European, even a disproportionate percentage of Lithuanian
girls in these CHAT rooms?
What actually is this trying to tell us? There is definitely a message within, but first we
need to decipher it and then work on the solution. IF indeed a solution is wanted? By the
younger generations it would be a resounding ‘leave it alone’, we are having fun and
making money. For the older generation males it would be ‘doesn’t matter prostitution is
the oldest profession and will never stop’. For the older females it is ‘get out of it now
before it eats at your soul later on’.
Could this be an additional cause to the psychological issues and problems being
faced? : It is well known that various chemicals that enter the body in a variety of ways
can and do interfere with brain functioning as well as metabolism. These chemicals are
know as excito-toxins, just as sex addiction is.

4. CHAT room traits:
We can start with the vast differences and the variety of models and their own looks. A
quick perusal of the main pages will give the reader and good appreciation of what these
extremes are; from the very homely looking to stunning beauty contest winners. One can
understand to a certain extent the reasoning for the economically poorer ladies to be
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present; but one becomes hard pressed to comprehend why the beauty contest winners are
up front, present and increasing in number. Is this a result of reincarnation which we will
cover later on?
It is quite clear that those homelier looking are in the vast majority charging rates that
are way below the norm. In the case of the beauty contest winners rate can and even do
exceed the norm with the usage of skype etc cam to cam viewing leading to payments
being sent via wire or western union transfers, once trustworthiness is established. So as
the competition drives prices we can expect to see the top end sky rocket and the bottom
end plummet. Even the homelier ones will do whatever is needed for a few pennies.
In reviewing the profiles of the models, their backgrounds so to speak (being cognizant
that some, to much of the information is factious) we come face to face with some stark
realities. It is quite the norm to find that many of the ladies have in fact been working the
CHAT rooms for years, with pictures of themselves when they were in their prime (from
the models perspective) of likely 18 years old and thus barely legal. Their present age on
the bio-sheet is still noted as 18, but one good look and comparison to the older pictures
tells a clear story of the model being much much older and unfortunately in the beauty
sense, worst for the wear. There are exceptions to the rule, but with 80-20 we can rest
assured that 80% are not transitioning from 18 to say 22 very well in this industry.
When we looked at those over the line of say 25-30 we see what the ‘ugliness’ being in
this business can lead to, we found very very few can age gracefully, even with the use of
all the beauty products their wealth earnings can buy.
In many cases it is clear that the pictures used in the profile area are not in fact those of
the model; but the males seeking sexual release are not apt to complain while seeking
gratification. In a number of profiles videos of the model in various stages of performance
can be accessed for a fee. These videos in many cases are from when the model first
started in the trade and one can easily detect the timidity and worry-fear as they were
learning the ropes. Comparing to the present pictures of the model, we see the transition
and the results in the majority of cases is quite negative, for the model has clearly taken on
the persona of a CHAT room model doing what is asked of her, ‘for a buck’.
The models all have their own modus operandi and in some cases, especially as they get
older, the pity their actions can invoke is quite measurable. This takes us to the
contemplation of what will happen to these ladies as they age and their body wears out? As
well as to ask ‘why did they start in it’? One can only hope they will maintain a ‘joie de
vivre’ and continue to act as do some of the quite old (35+ is old, but here we are talking
of 50+) models that can still smile and have fun-enjoyment while plying their trade. In
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essence they have become de-sensitized to anything sexual, so they are simply giving
themselves and outlet to ‘make a buck’.
The two quite difficult areas to deal with when reviewing, examining or simply trying
to understand these models is that of :
1. How they present themselves to the public and
2. The manner in which they communicate with the public.
We need not reiterate that the majority of males are in the narcissistic fed-supply
seeking mode, so seen as exacerbating the situation of communication with the models.
It is not uncommon to see a model that is openly angry for being there and sitting
motionless waiting for something to happen. This is their egoic narcissism seeking its’ own
fed-supply i.e. customers. Even a visitor to CHAT is not assured of a civil reception. Then
their manners in communication with visitors is directly conducive to their previous state
of being there, happy campers make for gracious hostess while unhappy ones make for
emotional turmoil. The male visitor seeks gratification of his demands that he will be
paying for (not yet paid as they have yet to step into the private cyber-room) only to be met
with unmannered verbal haranguing from the model. Assuredly the male is arrogant and
demanding, but that is why she asks for the price she does in order to be compensated for
what she will do at his bequest; for putting up with him.
None-the-less when she is not in a good state of being she can easily inflict verbal
injury to the narcissistic male; only to find herself later paying the price with some inner
psychological turmoil. The narcissistic male when slighted can easily take it out on anyone
in their entourage. Profile comment walls as well as the lounges are rampant with this kind
of situation.
Given the weak economics that is found in east European countries we see the young
girls more stressed and consequently more sensitive to depression over their situation.
They easily turn to recreational alcohol, drugs etc to deal with this stress.
Rest assured that there is as yet to be calculated, a percentage of models that are happy
to be where they are and doing what they are doing. These are the ones that constantly
have a smile for all visitors and chatters weather buyers or not. Their happiness is
dependant upon themselves and nothing will dampen that spirit. These are generally the
ones that will attract the most male visitors (traffic) and consequently be the most
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successful business wise. Their income reflects their success many times the average
models.
Yet even this calculation of ‘income’ is falling into the grey areas as the models use
multiple sites, split cams and the better full income generator skype shows etc. To really
know what is going on would require a full audit of the higher income earners for at least a
12 month period. This is not something their mafia type boyfriend manager studio pimp
will ever divulge. Skull-duggery is king and will be so forever.

Some more stuff:
The language aspects makes for good CHAT room business as the ladies can converse
with a good cross-section of males with minimal knowledge of the language required, but
sufficient to negotiate an economic transaction. Further is the fact that in the case of the
younger models we are dealing with educated ‘smart’ people. Alas the adage of being
smart and then being ‘street smart’ runs true. One of findings was that the young go on to
University studies if they expect to ever get a good job. In the meantime they make more
money selling themselves then working somewhere.
Further, and of interest from a few points of view, are, such as: comparative
psychological behavior patterns, astrological trends and tendencies, and a theological or
philosophical perspective as to this anomaly; is that some 17.6% of the ladies reviewed are
from the astrological sign of Gemini while the average of the 12 signs is 8%. As the chart
showed after Gemini at 17.6% we fall to 11% for both Virgo and Scorpio. Thus it
becomes the question for reincarnation and the astrological ramifications to be
covered later.
Tattoos: are known to be brandings just as is done with cattle and livestock to show
ownership. To lend credibility to this seemingly abstract concept is the fact that the ladies
with tattoos all have well maintain physiques and body stance; as well as teeth and the
other areas generally considered important for showing a girl in good health. Thus, the
gangs take pride in their investments (models) and expect an above average income from
their performance.

4. Possibilities to Probabilities
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At present, short of some miracle in the literal sense, there does not seem to be any
solution to the dilemma being faced by the young chat models. Worst is that should the
trend of CHAT rooms continue, with females increasingly selling themselves short; we are
strongly suggesting that we can in fact anticipate an increase in aggression-depression
and thus suicides. Females tend to lean towards the depression-suicide reactions;
whereby for the males aggression-homicide is the reactions of choice.
One of the few areas not looked into by most in academia (unless of the theological
leaning) is that of how God does or god does not play a part in any of this. Suffice it to say
we are not contemplating God or god as some am orphic being but we are suggesting that
the concept of a creator and the subsequent contemplation there upon may bring about
some positive reactions pending deeper rooted changes. When a being has no reason d’être
other than to eat or be eaten because once you die there is nothing there after, then that
being has nothing to lose and can easily become depressed as there seems to be nothing to
gain. Reincarnation is an area that may hold some answers to the chat room situations.
By using spiritual-psychology to help individuals understand some of the philosophical
aspects of ourselves that have until now been much controlled by the system, it behooves
us to teach what an energy of Real-Truthful Love can be. More likely than not the majority
of young adults have had some type of what they would call ‘psychological trauma’; and
as such needs to be addressed in as much a loving manner as possible. God with a capital
G as in creator does not have to be some old dude from some ancient text, but can be very
much LOVE energy in the here and now doing all it can to help the person be all that they
can be. Every human seeks to be loved and to give love in some manner; in the case of OM
energy it simply seeks to be requited. Give and ye shall receive from the human
perspective, BUT give and seek nothing in return in the OM perspective.

SOME antidotal insights:
Just as a customer wants privacy in the ‘guest chamber’ there are things that operate
behind the curtain of the operators themselves. Some of this is funny and some of it is
simply skull-duggery at work in an industry prone to under handed under the table deals
for the immediate benefit of the manager-pimp-studio. Very seldom is the model ‘cashing
in’ on these aspects.
Models:
In learning the art of seduction they learn early to ply it to when the customer agrees to go
into the ‘chamber’ where the real money is made for the models. Inside the model if apt at
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reading customers and their financial capabilities can successfully drag out the ‘show’ for a
longer and thus higher income period. This is especially if they suspect the male to be a
‘trust fund boy’ who is young and without much experience in dealing with ladies of easy
virtue. As the camera to camera or c2c is part of the paying process, this allows the models
more visual chances of deeming the customers possible worth etc.
As the models take customers into the ‘chamber’ more often than not the customer is in
fact paying for a show that is split broadcasted into other sites, where the model operators
under a different name in order to do-be so easily caught up in the ruse of bait and switch.
Generally the customer is never the wiser unless they persist in surfing all the sites
available and fall into the realities by accident.
It is not uncommon for a model to seduce a customer into the ‘chamber’ only for the
customer to find himself; in a rerun loop (unlikely to notice being too busy with biological
needs); with many other members really taking up the models attention leaving little if any
room for social intercourse; being shown some quickie look and then the model logging
offline after fleecing ‘so to speak’ the customer.

Customers:
Being mostly narcissistic in nature they are not to apt at being subtle in actions towards the
models, unless they sense the model is an easy target for them to get freebies from
promising this and that later on. The longer the model is on the various sites the more
attuned they become to the males and adjust their MO accordingly.
In the lounge areas where they exist, the males can generally brag about this and that,
allowing them some adulation from the younger and newer members. This boosts their ego
and allows for others in the lounge to pick up on a number of tricks to use with the models;
such as: 1. if a new model comes online hit on her fast and quick to see if she will slut
herself for peanuts; 2. teach which models to stay away from as she is a stronger ego than
the male is; 3. work with technology that will in fact allow 1 male to enter the ‘chamber’
and rebroadcast it himself to friends that are in his loop.

Studios-pimps-managers:
Herein lies the more unsavory aspects of the chat room internet sites.
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While the pimps themselves are mostly simply paid x$ per day or hour to talk about the
models on their list; the pimp-owners are another issue; usually being of the mafia types
with steel fisted control over the models. As reported in studies these males and sometimes
females would be the more violent types being first high level egoic narcissists, and then
misogynists themselves.
They are the ones that control the model’s income flow either directly paid to her or to her
studio. Thus they fed their deep dark egoic need for control over a lesser ego and subjugate
them to their every whim. Many models play along with this as 1. they are having a better
life while not seeing sex as sex anymore and actually telling customers how much do you
love me, meaning show me the money; 2. their surroundings suddenly take a marked
improvement from a rented flat of low income earners to perhaps one of the mansions they
dream of living in as a younger person.
The studios incorporated and those levels above that actually run the process are the first
line income earners and they control all financial transactions including the pay out to the
models. To this end the models have started to move more and more towards using skype
shows wherein the customer pays directly to the model who when working on her own
from home receives all of the income herself. As long as she keeps the peace with the
studios and processes some of her income through them, there is no real animosity
between the two parties.
With the hundreds and thousands of dollars being involved with any one model (some
make as much as the CEO of a small corporation) it is easy for the more mafia type studiomanagers to laundry money through her. In the old days one physically took their gains to
Switzerland or the Bahamas for hiding it. In modern times one pays to a legal connection
in one country and receives compensation from a legal connection in another. AND thus
with the models themselves when the studio is to be used to laundry funds, she will find
herself at the top of the income chain for a month or month(s) while funds flow through
her seemingly as if she was making good shows for uber-rich customers. Sometimes they
do but these are the exceptions that create the rule.
With an industry of over 100 billion $ (all aspects of prostitution) it is easy to understand
just how and why the mafia types are involved at the behest of the illuminati controllers. It
is all fun and games for the rich that are bored with mundane day to day life and seek
excitement. DSM IV clearly points out the psychological profile of narcissists and these
rich people are 80% clearly them. Of these 80% there is likely only 20% that are or have
made it to the illuminati level, as that level being psychopathic-political-ponderologists,
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there are very few that are accepted into the ranks. Usually one has to be of their DNA
lineage to enter and be counted.
As it is said in life ‘things are not always as they appear to be’. The chat room porn
industry is no exception.

PART TWO Elementals and Reincarnation

If you don’t believe in reincarnation or cannot grasp what it means to billions of
earthlings world wide due to your ‘western’ upbringing; then you will not enjoy this
section. After that we need to be open minded enough to contemplate the other
dimensions and the energies that operate therein. Our common words for the next-other
dimensions is-are the ‘astral world’ or the ‘etheric realm’. Enjoy if you are continuing
to read.
As Carl Sagan and others put it, there are so many planets and ‘beings’ out there that
the possibilities’ of anything happening or being are too great to renounce; or are we
earthlings that arrogant or narcissistic to think that we are the only ones and know it
all?

Reincarnation
Apart from a basic look into it all from Reincarnation - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia ;
we need to consider what role Karma - Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia plays in the
process of dying in this present human suit, moving through our retrospection of the life
between lives and then the way we are reincarnated. The in between state is called ‘rigpa
of the bardo’ meaning the ‘knowledge or gnosis of the ‘in-between’ state of being’ as is
well described by the Tibetan teachings throughout the ages.
Now we will introduce the ‘elementals’ of the so called mythological world, BUT, well
known by the true mystics and practitioners of sidereal magik working with the cosmic
energies; as real as you and I. These pure energy ‘beings’ are part of our cosmos and are
the workers of the energy movements. We could say they are the energy flows of the
‘creator OM’ manifest in a specific action.
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For a better understanding of the word and usage of “OM” take a few minutes to watch a
clear and concise video clip about it. The Om - YouTube
Elementals are said-known to be consciously ignorant of earthling’s paradox of good and
bad. They ‘just are’ and do not hold court with good-bad, love-hate etc; they just do what
is correctly, ritually and with respect asked of them. Elementals just as we, have a ‘soul or
spark from OM’ BUT have yet to incarnate as an earthling (not-withstanding what maybe
the process on other worlds). YET, with all things cosmic we understand that, given that
‘spark or soul is part of OM’ OM seeks to experience life through each and everyone’s
spark of the Totality of Primary Consciousness; thus, these elementals seek to incarnate
here and now as earthlings.
As an aside if you care to read up on the process of energy as consciousness may we point
you to www.primordality.com
By the way for you skeptics whom think that reincarnation is only for those of the ‘east’
please note it was part of the Old Testament until it was removed sometime in about 700
C.E. Please do your own research to better understand when-why-how. AND, please
remember that ‘energy can neither be created nor destroyed only transformed’.

Karma
Seems to be a big bad word that stirs up fear in too many people; and it also has a bad rap
as the negative aspects are generally focused on, so most of us want to simply ignore it.
Fortunately there is good karma as well generally coined as dharma. Again your own
research will help you better understand it all.
As karma goes, we know from those that have given us details from the life between lives,
that we, each one of us, is partially involved (setting up the route-plan) in what we will live
through karmically in the next life. Dharma or good karma is generally the over-lords
domain of scattering it throughout our next role as a soul in a rented human suit; and well
done as I am sure most will agree to; not-withstanding the negative karma stuff. It is this
dharma that makes for some joyous situations of ‘epiphanies’ and the like that make us
smile, at least once in awhile.
SO with karma at play how does it apply to chat room models their handlers and
elementals?
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Incoming Elementals

When we take a look at, analyze and realize that some of the models are in fact really
happy campers plying their trade as it is; we must ask ‘why-how can they be so happy if
not on drugs, if not from trauma backgrounds, is it only the money etc’?
Well if elementals are unconscious to the paradox’s of earthlings, (ergo why they can be
used for good or for evil if one knows how to conjure them up; yes John and Jane black
magic exists as in magik being done not for love but for gain) and have incarnated for a
first round of being a soul in a rented human suit; how would-could we think they wouldshould act?
As earthlings with all the psychological baggage we have from this life and that carried
over from pervious lives; we have a tendency to see things as WE want to see them; which
is not necessarily how they really are. We want (mostly due to our own egoic narcissism)
to have all things fit into our way of thinking of what is right-wrong, good-bad, sin-virtue.
Rarely do we think outside the box to contemplate what else could be at work going on in
this great universe of cosmic grandeur and thus unlimited possibilities that can lead itself
to unlimited probabilities.
As for the majority of the models it is more than evident that they are not happy campers
and are just doing it for the money and with a chip on their shoulder at that. They are the
ones with the biggest psychological baggage from this life alone, let alone the karmadharma they came into the life-round with.
The handlers-studio owners are of the same vein, in that karma has a big role to play
(albeit some of them must be elementals on their first round not being conscious to the real
issues the models are dealing with) and this is generally from a previous life of some lower
skull-duggery aspects. The top tiers of the owners are likely the illuminated ones with a
panache for making big bucks, quickly and without any morals. As we have seen well
documented over the years in the studies of narcissism, that has lead to psychopaths, it has
now lead to the world pandemic of political ponderolgy. Illuminated ones know how to use
energy vibrations and DNA harmonics to focus reincarnation back into their own lineage.
The reincarnating models, in the case of karma etc could of have easily been a male that
was lustful for female copulation and that in this life must experience being a subjugated
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female and re-balance their own soul’s growth. Becoming all too aware of what addiction
and abuse of some body part leads to desensitization and thus lose of life enjoyments. Too
much of this or too little of that leads the soul into an unbalanced growth process. Not
something that the Totality of Primary Consciousness can really use to work and grow
with.
The models that are really happy campers and are not first round incarnating elementals
HAVE learned to be Zen in all of their aspects of life. They have understood the paradox
of experiencing life as a soul in a rented human suit for a little season; and are living life
economically as best they can in a world controlled by puppet-masters hell bent on world
domination.
Thankfully for us all there are some cosmic entities that smile upon our experimentations
here and now, and help us along on our own path of soul growth, regardless of what price
is paid, extracted or ignored. Life is for the living of these experiences for a little season
and then our real life, our soul life is back into place between lives and being all that we
can be.
Conclusions and Future Work
As stated above we have the following issues that need to be faced and solutions found
before we find ourselves with a situation more attune to some African nations in the heart
of the Baltic States. (The author has family members that worked the African trauma
issues and can see a similarity developing in eastern Europe). These issues will not go
away and cannot be explained away by using any amount of hype; so must be addressed:
It behooves us to ascertain what astrological sign specifics are these young adult
ladies subject to, or subjected to. Yes their answers are really in the stars.
Given the importance of the depression, suicide and homicide death rates in
Eastern Europe; a review should be done of those with identifiable tattoos to
determine which of the ladies are owned by some ‘organized gang’. Statistic show
they are easily the most vulnerable; but by far not the poorest.
We are strongly suggesting that we can in fact anticipate an increase in
aggression-depression and thus suicides. Females tend to lean towards the
depression-suicide reactions; whereby for the males aggression-homicide is the
reactions of choice.
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A direct mental health partial solution would be to give the young adults a chance at
meditation and a better understanding of spiritual-psychology. The Tibetan Yoga
Meditation on the Death and Dissolution of the Ego is an ultimate goal, for within it can be
found the salvation for each person at their own stage of soul development. Setting up
student aid, assisted places aside from any religious theological local, will help empower
them; which we suspect is lacking due to the high suicide-murder rates.
In conjunction with this could be a study, either University sanctioned or student
driven into the astrological signs and there importance in choosing to be a porn model.
This would lead to a sense of belonging to resolving the issue and clarifying the challenge
that affects them all. Avoidance and standoffishness will only exacerbate the situation.
As for the aspect of having such a large number of eastern European ladies working
as Models, be they our sister, daughter and in some cases our own mother; (and yes in fact
pervious life unconscious to earthling paradoxes elementals); it would be up to the
governments themselves to look into this phenomenon and devise a solution before it all
degenerates to further increases in the statistics of suicide and homicide rates.
We are not naive to think that CHAT rooms will disappear, but we are aware enough
to make sure of the gnosis behind the young lady’s actions ‘just in case’ there is something
darker lurking within it all. Black magic exists and ignoring it won’t make it disappear.
Gothic depressed individuals seeking to be noticed exist and are driven to do anything for
attention and a buck.

Addendum Update

Our researchers have noted an exponential increase in the Eastern Baltic state
countries of new chat room models. Investigation shows them to be not new to the
business but new to going into online chat rooms. Some of the ladies are older than the 1823 average and are in fact quite stunningly beautiful.
As such we will start to see more openness to do all and anything by the models of
less attractiveness and of less grace and social skills. This will simply further deteriorate
the already very low moral values we see taking over. Coupled with the economic
hardships world-wide wherein the customers do not have the same amounts for
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discretionary spending, we will start to see a slow increase in depression and attempted
suicides amongst the models that will rapidly increase once the astrophysical affects of the
planetary changes take root during 2012. The geophysical changes will be the outer sign of
change that will be manifesting within the psyche of the masses.
The customers themselves, as their ‘disposal income’ decreases, will be spending
more time trying to get ‘free-shows’ in any way they can and thereby put more stress on
the lower level models, as they are the ones usually targeted; being newer or more
desperate for income-flow.
While this may seem irrelevant to most of the masses as ‘they don’t go to these
sites’, it is simply the tip of the iceberg for what lies beneath-within the psyche seeking
externalization. The more time on one’s hands, the less money for external avoidance
stimuli; the more the inner psyche will be the main focus. (N.B. our next writing will be on
just this process cause-affect of boredom etc).
Unfortunately put bluntly the boredom aspect that all must contend with and face up
to sooner or later has taken grip world-wide and will only increase a.k.a the reason why
religion was king for a little season and why OM was relegated to the back room.
Fortunately OM in the backroom is trying to help out the Models.
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Please realize that it was with a somewhat heavy heart that this review and writing was
undertaken. No one wants to consider these challenge; but being that as it may; it is better
to know the data and try to do something about it for the good of all involved, than to
avoid it and see if it goes away; just as it is with any challenge in life. With issues such as
these we can all agree that they will not be going away, but will worsen. At least we now
have some more insight to it all with some possible explanations as to it strangeness.
Sincerely Dr. Edward OM

Dr.Edward.OM@gnosis.com

Some data reference provided by:
Unsolicited Paper on CHAT Rooms - Lithuanian Perspective presented to the Ministry of
Health and the University of Vilnius.

Comments and discussions are openly welcomed.
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